The great indoors by Weathermaster

Weathermaster

®

Sunscreens & Rollershades
timeless style and simplicity that works
for every room in your home

Sunscreens
& Rollershades

Screen the sun, filter the light
or create darkness
Weathermaster® Rollershades can be whatever
you need them to be. It means you can unify
your home with one style of window covering,
yet every room can receive the individual
treatment it requires. And because rollershades
are sleek and simple, they can complement
almost any interior theme.

Homeowners love rollershades too. They do a fantastic job
of screening, filtering or blocking out the light. They also
deliver exceptional value for money over their lifetime,
because their simple styling means they don’t have to
be replaced when new decorating trends come along especially if you select a neutral shade and classic texture.

Benefits
• Simple yet elegant

Beautiful simplicity,
exceptional functionality

• Compatible with many different
decorating styles

Interior designers love rollershades. Their simple elegance

• Lower cost

is compatible with almost any type of interior, helping to
create the perfect backdrop for art and furniture. They
also support end-to-end design unity, because it’s easy to
specify exactly the right kind of shade for every room.
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• Wide range of blockout, sunscreen
and sun filtering fabrics
• Easy to automate

For living areas
Whether your living areas need sun shading
or privacy – or maybe both – Weathermaster

®

Rollershades can deliver. We have linked systems for
spanning extra-wide windows and doors; a special
clutch mechanism that makes it easy to raise large
shades; and twin-bracket systems for dual shades
(light filtering and blockout, for example). Every year
new fabrics join our unrivalled collection, so you can
be certain of finding the right colour and texture.

For bedrooms
You enjoy a better night’s sleep when your window
coverings don’t leak light around the edges. With
Weathermaster Rollershades in blockout fabric, installed
with side channels to ensure a snug fit, your sleeping space
can stay dark until it’s time to wake. Twin bracket systems
offer the convenience of a sunscreen or light filtering
rollershade for daytime and a blockout for night time. If
there are dust mite allergies in your family, sanitized fabrics
are available.

For kitchens and bathrooms
Kitchens often need sunscreening during the
day and blockout at night. Bathrooms require
light filtering that also provides privacy. And both
environments benefit from window coverings treated
with Duraguard®, a stain repellent. Weathermaster
Rollershades can tick all the boxes.

For hard-to-reach windows
If you have an atrium or foyer window that’s way
beyond your reach, an automated rollershade is
an ideal child safe solution.
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Your choices
Fabrics
Blockout

Choose a blockout fabric if you want darkness and privacy in bedroom
and living areas. Available in a range of monochromatic shades and
contemporary textures.

Light
filtering

A smart choice if you want light and privacy at the same time. Light filtering
fabrics are available in a range of opacities, colours and textures.

Sunscreen

Sunscreens shade the sun, while also offering a certain level of daytime
privacy. With some sunscreen fabrics you can still see the view.

The latest trends and
choices of colour and
textures. Contact your
Weathermaster dealer
to see swatches from
the latest collections.
®

Finishing
Two shades in one
(twin bracket)

Bottom rail

The Weathermaster twin bracket allows you

Rollershades is a design feature that you

The bottom rail of Weathermaster
can tailor to your tastes. There’s a choice

to combine the functionality of two different

of three shapes (shown below) and eight

rollershades in one window, so you can

colours - White, Black, Ivory, Pearl Bronze,

have daytime screening or filtering and

Anodised Silver, Dune, Bone* and
Barley*.
22mm Dia

night-time darkness.

Headbox and fascia

Strata

Round

Elliptical

For shades that are fitted either above
window frames, or inside the reveal, a sleek
headbox or matching fascia system can be

22mm
22mm
Dia

31mm
31mm

25mm
25mm

used to conceal the roller and mechanism.
Colour choices include anodised silver or

15mm
15mm

powder-coat in white, black or magnolia.
For rooms that require total blackout,
the headbox system can be installed
with side channels.

14mm
14mm

25mm

*Bone and Barley available in Strata and Elliptical only.

15mm

Operating systems
Manual operation

Automation

Manual control options include the

Weathermaster Rollershades can be

classic standard chain drive or a

automated, so you can raise or lower your

chainless spring motor.

window coverings with the touch of a
button. There are two ways to do this:
• Traditional hard-wired automation with a
remote control or wall switch.

Child safety
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tube. Shades can raised and lowered using

addressed with specific safety devices, such

a remote control or with an iPhone or

as child safe tensioner devices to eliminate

iPad application.

to your Weathermaster consultant about ways
to make rollershades safe for young children.
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uses ordinary ‘D’ batteries within the roller

Child safety is a critical issue that we have

the risk of strangulation on cords. Please talk
MPLETE

• Q-motion wireless automation, which

